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Lynching survivor’s story retold for Black History Month
Carolyn Schultz
Staff Writer
The Office of Multicultural
Affairs brought Sandra Adell, a professor of Afro-American Studies at
UW-Madison, to campus Monday to
give a presentation on “The Life
and Legacy of Dr. James Cameron”
as part of the Black History Month
celebration.
Cameron was the sole survivor
of a 1930 lynching in Marion, Ind.
and was the founder of America’s
Black Holocaust Museum. Cameron
was also the author of “A Time of
Terror: A Survivor’s Story,” a memoir
that describes his experiences and
narrow escape from a mob determined to make him pay for a murder
and rape he did not commit.
In her lecture, Adell retold
Cameron’s story. Because he admitted he was too scared and traumatized to remember much of his
experience, Cameron fabricated
much of the narrative from first
hand accounts and his feelings as he
wrote the memoir 60 years later.
The story began as a 16-year-old
Cameron followed two older friends

to Lover’s Lane to commit a robbery
on the evening of August 6, 1930.
His friends forced a white man and
his fiancee from their car and threatened to shoot them. In a Wisconsin
Public Television interview at age 80,
Cameron recalled during the incident that he said, “Holy smokes, I
got no business being here,” and
left Lover’s Lane. His friends then
shot the man and allegedly raped
the woman.
Police came for Cameron later
that night and arrested him, along
with his two friends. He was locked
up on the second floor of the jail
when a mob of 25-30 men broke
into the jail and took his two friends
from a first-floor cell. They beat
them nearly to death and hung them
in a tree on the jailhouse lawn. Then
they came back for Cameron. “The
nightmare had become my reality,”
wrote Cameron in his memoir.
Cameron was badly beaten and
had a noose around his neck. He was
ready to be hoisted between his two
friends in the tree, when the mob of
nearly 10,000 people became quiet.
Cameron said in his memoir that he
heard an angelic female voice tell-
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Adell presents the story of Dr. James Cameron, an African-American civil rights activist.

ing the mob to let him go. Based on
other first hand accounts, a sheriff
told the mob to let Cameron go.
After his release, Cameron
became very involved in the civil
rights movement. After a trip to

LUCC redrafts constitution

Alumni discuss careers
and life in “Your Future”
Alicia Bones
Associate News Editor
Lawrence bubbles came closer to bursting for some Feb. 22
through alumni accounts of life after
Lawrence in the one-day conference
“Shine Light, More Light! on Your
Future.” From presentations on “gap
years” to panels on living as an
LGBTQ individual after college, the
workshops broadened perspectives
on what comes after graduation.
The conference started at 9:50
a.m. with a brunch in Lucinda’s.
Seating was random, so current history majors were seated with doctors
and math majors sat with musicians.
President Jill Beck started the morning saying the “sense of momentum
at our college is unbelievably powerful.”
Next, Tim Spurgin, Bonnie

In Other News...
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TEHRAN, IRAN — Wednesday,
Iranian and Russian officials conducted a successful test of the first
power plant to be built in Iran. The
power plant is estimated to be fully
operational by the end of the year.
—washingtonpost.com

Glidden Buchanan Professor of
English and Director of Freshman
Studies, talked about the differences between Lawrence students and
non-Lawrence students. The most
popular major in the country, with
20 percent of students, is business,
he said. English majors make up
only four percent of current majors.
Lawrence may not be recognized
by name, he went on to say, in part
because larger state schools, specifically UW-Madison, have a greater
undergraduate enrollment than all
of Lawrence’s current students and
living alumni.
Spurgin then introduced the first
panel of the morning, a diverse group
of alumni and one current student,
Libby Kocher ‘09. The panel illustrated a point consistent throughout the
day — one’s major often doesn’t correlate with his or her future career.
MINNESOTA & WISCONSIN — A few
elementary teachers are implementing “activity-permissive” classrooms.
The classrooms have adjustable
desks, which allow students to
stand or sit on stools, and aim to
increase concentration, study, and
calorie burning.
—nytimes.com
WASHINGTON — The Obama administration is nearing a decision on

Israel during which he visited the
Jewish Holocaust Museum, Cameron
founded the Black Holocaust Museum
in Milwaukee in 1988.
The mission of the museum is “to
educate the public [about] injustices

suffered by the people of AfricanAmerican heritage, while providing visitors with an opportunity to
rethink their assumptions about race
and racism.” The museum includes
an exhibit that Cameron called “the
Chamber of Horrors” which displays
authentic KKK uniforms and photographs of lynchings, including the
lynching in Indiana.
Adell and other scholars in the
field define modern hate crimes as
lynchings. She cites the murders
of James Bird, an African-American
man in Jasper, Texas and Matthew
Shepard, a gay college student in
Laramie, Wyo.
Adell explained that there is an
absence of focus on lynching in
the media because “it’s implicating communities — black communities and white communities.” People
are afraid to talk about it because
“we’ve got a collective trauma [of the
African-American people] and a collective guilt [of white Americans],”
said Adell. But, as Cameron preached
in his civil rights work, “the only way
we can change racism is to confront
it.”

Michael Schreiber
Copy Chief
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Alumni panel offer advice to students last
Sunday during "Shine Light, More Light!
ono Your Future" event.

Panelist Juan “Mito” Kudaka ‘95
came to Lawrence from Peru and
studied math and computer science.
He worked in the computer science
field for eight years following graduation so he could stay in the country.
He then found that his interests lay
elsewhere. He began working for the
Appleton Police Department

See Alumni on page 2
a 19-month withdrawal plan for
the majority of U.S. troops in Iraq.
Military officials said on Tuesday
that a timetable for withdrawal
could be released by this week.
The plan would be a compromise
between Obama’s original proposal
for a 16-month withdrawal timetable and the military’s 23-month
timetable.
—chicagotribune.com
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The
Lawrence
University
Community Council, meeting in its
general assembly, recently approved
a package of LUCC constitutional
reforms. The constitutional reform
package must now be approved by the
students and faculty of the campus
community in a referendum before
the changes can go into effect.
James Duncan-Welke, outgoing
president of LUCC, described the
reform package as consisting “mostly of housekeeping and reorganization.” Many of the changes to the
constitution are meant to correct
contradictions and ambiguities in the
constitution as it is currently written. As such, Duncan-Welke said the
changes should be viewed as “necessary, not controversial.”
One of the more interesting changes incorporated into the
reform package is the creation of
an LUCC public relations secretary
cabinet position. Duncan-Welke said
that creating such a position will
allow LUCC to communicate with the
campus community more effectively
in the future.
Although giving Lawrence staff
representation in LUCC affairs had
been something that LUCC wanted
to explore, Duncan-Welke said LUCC
chose not to incorporate staff enfranchisement into this set of reforms.
Instead, LUCC has delayed making
this change until the change can be

planned more carefully. LUCC did
pass a resolution in favor of staff
enfranchisement to signify that the
issue is still active and important.
Because the changes are not particularly controversial, Duncan-Welke
and outgoing LUCC Vice President
Jeffery Solberg are working to prepare the referendum in such a way
that students and faculty are still
interested in voting.
Duncan-Welke stressed that he
wants the referendum to be “transparent, not exposing students to an
arcane parliamentary process.”
Solberg said he wants to familiarize the campus community with the
LUCC constitution and make the proposed changes easily interpretable.
Students and faculty will be able to
vote on approximately 12 groups of
constitutional changes in the referendum, with each group consisting
of a number of related changes. Each
change will have a rationale provided
for it, so that students and faculty

See LUCC on page 2
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CADY hosts second-annual Math and Science Day
Emily Koenig
Staff Writer
Fifty-four first- through fourthgrade students took over Science
Hall and Briggs Feb. 21 to participate
in CADY’s second-annual Math and
Science Day.
The students, divided into small
groups of 10 to 15, rotated through
five stations sponsored by different
Lawrence student groups. Each station had a 25-minute activity to challenge the children’s curiosity and
teach them scientific and problemsolving skills.
The student organizations manning these stations this year were
Greenfire, American Medical Student

Association, Math Tea, also known
as math club, BOMB Squad and
Anthropology Club. Last year’s participants also included Biology Club,
Chemistry Club and Food Club.
CADY co-founder Jessica Bonsall
said of the event, “I hope the kids
got a better idea of how scientists go
about tackling problems by asking a
lot of questions, identifying potentially false assumptions, making
hypotheses and accurately observing
the environment.”
Math and Science Day was
designed by CADY in coordination
with Arts, Music and Writing Day
to promote a liberal arts education.
However, the group had additional
goals in mind when creating these
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continued from page 1
and currently is the leader of
lean for Goodwill Industries of
Northeastern Wisconsin.
Another panelist, Joanna
Messer ‘01, studied flute performance at Lawrence, but she is not
working exclusively in this field
of interest. In addition to being
a freelance performer, she has
worked jobs in library science and
online teaching after completing
her master of music degree. She
said, in today’s world and economy, “[musicians and artists] have
to justify [their] existence in ways
that are unprecedented.”
The day continued with presentations followed by a networking session at the union and VR.
Presentations concerning practical
matters, such as graduate school,
résumé writing and deciphering
cross-cultural codes took place
from 11:45 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. The

events.
“We wanted something that
would bring together the campus
and enhance the campus community,” said Bonsall. “We decided to
do this by having different student
organizations lead stations, rather
than CADY members, and having
student volunteers be group leaders.”
CADY seems to have succeeded
in this goal — there were over 30
group leaders at Math and Science
Day this year and so many volunteers they had to turn some away.
The group leaders led students from
station to station, making sure they
were safe and having a good time.
According to Bonsall, much of
afternoon sessions focused on
specific career interests, such as
communications and business,
with panels from alumni in each
field.
This year’s program was the
second of its kind. John Landis
‘84, a Lawrence math major and
current law partner at Foley &
Lardner LLP in Chicago, came up
with the idea for the conference.
The aim, he said, was to connect
skill sets acquired at Lawrence,
which include independent thinking and writing skills, to the real
world. Additionally, he said, alumni have widely varied careers.
Visiting alumni gave students
information and proof that life
does, in fact, continue after the
bubble bursts. On getting a job,
Spurgin said, “You are super smart
and you can do it, you just have
to think about how you’ll get it
done.” Sunday’s conference exemplified former Lawrence students
who have done just that.

the credit of the event’s success must
go to Janice Ruechel and Professsor
Alan Parks of the Office for Engaged
Learning. With a goal of outreach
to the community originating in
coursework, the Office for Engaged
Learning oversees programs such
as CADY, ArtsBridge and Children’s
Theatre.
Parks, a professor of mathematics and the first director of the
Office for Engaged Learning, helped
CADY contact elementary schools
to make sure attendance would be
high. Ruechel, who also works in the
president’s office as budget and special projects assistant, helped with
bookkeeping aspects of the project.
CADY’s upcoming events include

LUCC
continued from page 1
can decide if the change is
worthwhile. With this setup, some
elements of the constitutional
reform may be passed while others
are rejected.
LUCC plans to hold informational sessions for interested Lawrence
community members before the referendum comes to a close. Ideally,
Solberg and Duncan-Welke would
like to see the referendum take
place before the end of the term so
the new LUCC administration is not
burdened by it.
Solberg said the reform package is the product of “six to eight
months of work.” Solberg made
the constitutional reforms a priority during his tenure, even working
over the summer to complete the
overhaul.

the complementary Arts, Music and
Writing Day. Together, the group
hopes the events will convey to the
children a sense of the scope and
benefits of a liberal arts education.
“As cliché as it sounds, we
want the event to be a fun learning
experience,” said Bonsall. “So often,
kids dread homework and school;
we wanted to provide a refreshing
reminder that they don’t have to
hate learning. Then, hopefully, we’ll
contribute to the process of turning
these kids into confident and driven
young adults.”

Both Duncan-Welke and Solberg
hope that students will take an
interest in the constitutional referendum.
“LUCC runs according to a constitution and bylaws,” Solberg said.
“If these are defective, LUCC malfunctions.”
Duncan-Welke added that the
goals of LUCC “are to be effective,
efficient and responsible in spending students’ money and serving
the public interest on campus. This
is hard to do without a well-written, efficient [constitutional] document.”
Duncan-Welke and Solberg said
they would like Lawrence community members to contact them with
any questions they may have about
the constitutional reforms. DucanWelke can be reached by e-mail at
james.duncan-welke@lawrence.edu.
Solberg can be reached at jeffery.
c.solberg@lawrence.edu.

This term in 1957
Kaleidoscope: How to get a "C" in a course
This article was published in
the Mar. 22, 1957 issue of The
Lawrentian by Lee Morrison.
For those of you who are
trying to bring a 3 point average down to a more socially
acceptable level, and for those
who are attempting to remain
at a semi-socially acceptable
college, this article is respectfully submitted by members of
the graduating senior class who
have become masters in the art
of getting a C in a course.
At the beginning of the
semester take a seat in the front
row if possible. Subsequent
alphabetical arrangement will
place you in a more comfortable
position (but you know that old
adage about first impressions!)
The next requirement is the
acquisition of the course text
book or books. They may be
begged, borrowed, or stolen, or
charged to the book-store (paying the bill may often be postponed until late into the spring
when it is time for the book to
be returned). Whenever you

attend class you must appear
with the book. IMPORTANT: Do
not read the book! It is merely
a prop
CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR:
The importance of staying
awake at all times cannot be
underestimated. Adverse inclinations may be compensated
for by the use of various stimulants or the sharp elbows of
your neighbor. During classroom lectures or discussions
you must nod your head frequently and look straight into
the professor’s eyes with great
feigned comprehension. NOTE:
This must not be overdone, for
he may call on you, and to be
betrayed by your mute, naked
ignorance can be most embarrassing and often injurious!
At the close of the period great care must be taken not
to appear too eager to leave.
Keep your notebook open and
your pencil poised for approximately 45 seconds after the
professor has finished. This
delay may be quite unnerving

at the time, but it will reap
innumerable dividends.
CLASSROOM ATTENDANCE:
This function may be varied
according to the student’s individual taste, but the authors
have found that one-half to
two-thirds of the required time
discounting Saturdays, is more
than adequate.
NOTE-TAKING:
In addition to the possession of a book it is necessary
to have a well-thumbed notebook with you at all times. The
importance of taking notes cannot be underestimated - this is
the core of the maximum effort
of each and every steadfast C
student.
PERSONAL CONTACT WITH
INSTRUCTOR:
We have established before
the importance of impressions.
Therefore we have found it
to be of the utmost necessity to keep in contact with
your instructor. The purpose of

these well-timed conferences
is to establish a more understanding rapport between yourself and him. Always apologize
humble for your previous class
absences, and express a sincere
desire to catch up with the
work missed
TESTS:
It is preassumed and undeniably valid knowledge that
tests must never be cut. The
only preparation necessary for
these emotionally disturbing
events is a brief surveillance
of your class notes. Read them
through, picking out one or two
seemingly important themes,
to which you are to correlate
all remaining data. As college
professor are inordinately fond
of asking but one or two questions, the student is assured of
a 40 to 50 percent credit for his
flight into the unknown.
FINAL EXAMINATIONS:
Approximately the same
preparation is employed as is
cited above, with the excep-

tion that the student should be
prepared to be more fluent in
the expression of these same
elementary themes. This may
be accomplished by the use
of rewording, rephrasing, rearranging, bluntly restating, and
the creative use of your innate
imagination. This may be aided
greatly by scanning your class
notes while waiting in line for
your examination and thinking
up infinite numbers of synonyms.
All previously stated procedure, in order to be effective
must be accompanied by a poignant note at the conclusion of
the exam. This should express
appreciation of the instructor’s
success in creating a completely comprehensive (brainwashing) test.
If the entire method is
strictly adhered to, this tried
and true academic approach
cannot fail but ear a nice, average, comfortable C.
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Variety

LUCC's 40th BIRTHDAY BASH!
TONIGHT @ 9:00pm

until Saturday, February 28, 2009 at 2:00 a.m.
Memorial Union
(Yes, that's right, we're taking over the entire union.)

PERFORMANCES IN RIVERVIEW:
Fatbook - Love Constellation and the Stars - Sambistas - Melee - LU Swingers

BIG DISCOUNTS AT THE VR

BIGGER DISCOUNTS AT THE GRILL
FREE! DRINKS IN THE COFFEEHOUSE
RAFFLES ALL NIGHT!
JOIN THE DANCE PARTY IN THE COFFEEHOUSE, WITH DJs:
10-11 p.m. David Frempong
11-12 p.m. Jake Hartmann
12-2 a.m. Robert Rashid & Maureen Darras
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Adorable conservatory
mascot hides secret past
Melody Moberg
Staff Writer

Music students recently welcomed a new addition to their
Conservatory with hugs, caresses
and babytalk. He’s friendly, chill, a
Frisbee enthusiast and, like anyone
who’s relevant in today’s world, a
Facebook user.
Zeek, “the Con dog,” is a fiveyear-old Australian Cattle Dog. He
carpools into work with his owner,
dean of the conservatory Brian
Pertl, where he walks the halls,
greets students, naps, relieves
stress and acts as a “living teddy
bear.”
I met with Zeek in Pertl’s
office. Although I am normally
terrified of dogs, I found Zeek
both adorable and cuddly. Even
when he cleaned my shoe with his
tongue, it was far more charming
than horrifying. However, Zeek did
sleep for most of our interview,
which was very unprofessional.
Zeek works with Pertl almost
every day, staying home only
when Pertl’s schedule draws him
outside of the conservatory. “Zeek
is very disappointed when I have
meetings with the president,” Pertl
said.
Zeek is a dog with several

important career hats, primarily
that of a “surrogate dog” for students who miss their pets from
home. He makes the conservatory
a homier place. “More people come
into my office to say ‘hi’ to Zeek
than to see me,” Pertl claimed,
although I suspect students jump
at any chance to peek into Pertl’s
office and see his nice collection
of didgeridoos.
Another important function
Zeek performs is that of an icebreaker. Last Saturday was one
of the largest audition days in
Conservatory history, bringing
120 frazzled students into the
con. Pertl and Zeek greeted the
prospective students and their
families for about five hours, demonstrating that the Conservatory
“isn’t uptight or high-strung.”
Zeek helped ease the stress of
these auditioning students,
although they were warned that
“Zeek makes all final admissions
decisions.”
Finally, Zeek is a great wellness mascot. Zeek reflects a larger
campus trend focusing on the
health of Con students; a recently
formed subgroup of the Wellness
Committee focuses on prevention
of playing-related injuries.
“Zeek is a great example of how

to be laid back,” Pertl explained. In
addition, pets relieve stress and
are known to alleviate feelings of
depression or loneliness.
Shockingly, a sordid past hides
behind Zeek’s sunny exterior.
Zeek is a “reformed arson”
who burned down Pertl’s Seattle
home a mere three days after he
was officially adopted. While the
family was out to dinner, Zeek
chewed through an orange extension cord on their wooden deck.
The home’s structure remained
standing, but its interior was absolutely destroyed. It took two years
to rebuild.
The family kept the dog. Zeek
never burned down another house,
but he did stick his tongue in a
light socket, his “last foray into
electrical fun and games.” Pertl
is confident Zeek’s days of arson
have drawn to a close. Pertl doubts
“he’ll start the conservatory on
fire,” although Zeek does continue
offering “important life lessons.”
Despite his questionable background, Zeek is a marvelous addition to the conservatory, whether
hanging out in practice rooms,
being petted by students or napping “like a bearskin rug” in Pertl’s
office.

Photo courtesy of Dean Pertl
Australian Cattle Dog Zeke patrols the hallways of the con, serving as a wellness mascot and
"surrogate pet" for students.

Diversity Center hosts John Quincy Adams In real science: Nano-what?!
Maggie Waz
Staff Writer

John Quincy Adams, a professor
of educational and interdisciplinary
studies at Western Illinois University,
visited Lawrence Monday, Feb. 16.
The two talks he gave revolved
around the idea of diversity in the
United States.
More specifically, the first talk
titled “Tolerance — Respecting
Diversity” focused on the makeup of
America. Throughout the country’s
history, America’s demographics
have been changing rather drastically. The increase in population alone
has contributed to a greater need for
awareness of diversity.
His second talk, “Race — A Social
or Biological Construct,” looked at
race in America in broader terms. He
asked attendees to write down the
answers to questions such as “How
many races are there?” and “How do
you define race?” There was a large
amount of variety in the answers
given, which underlined Adams’
main assertion that the vocabulary of
race is too complicated for people to
have productive conversations about
it. In stark terms, Adams showed
members of the audience just how
ill-equipped they are for this sort of

discussion.
Mohammed Bey, acting assistant
dean of students for multicultural
affairs, attended both lectures and
was particularly interested in the
idea of creating a dialogue in which
issues of diversity and race can be
discussed, but he was also troubled
by the idea of vocabulary in general.
For one, he says that “you define
yourself in your own terms,” which
complicates matters of creating a
vocabulary for discussions about
diversity. The fear of these misunderstandings is what sometimes
holds us back. Both Adams and
Bey feel that this should not be the
case.
Without a dialogue there is no
hope for eliminating ignorance of
cultures. Bey mentioned students
from Africa and Jamaica who have
grown up in much different cultures
from that of African-Americans here.
Through a dialogue between these
various groups, different histories
can be recognized and the gap can
be narrowed.
When asked about Adams’ suggestion of “looking past the nomenclature [of race],” Bey agrees, but
offers a warning of sorts: “It’s nice
to dream of removing race, but it
has been used as a tool for so long. It

H E LP TH E
EN V I RONM ENT.
Recycle this
newspaper!

dictates emotions, our way of thinking, and the way we look at each
other.” We may hope that one day
race will be unimportant in terms
of everyday life, but that can only
be accomplished through a dialogue
that encourages awareness.
In this sense, the second part
to Adams’ suggestion, or solution,
is equally important. He advocates
that we not be “colorblind.” While
he consistently refuses to answer
the question asking for his race on
questionnaires, preferring to refer to
himself as simply “human,” he does
not believe this means we forget
what “color” we are. It’s significant
but less important than we might
think.
To illustrate this point, he
related to his audience an anecdote
about his experience with National
Geographic’s Genographic Project.
His students had a chance to participate in the project, which maps out a
person’s genes and reveals a detailed
list of his or her origins. Students
were surprised to find that their origins did not always match their outward appearance, proving that there
is perhaps too much weight attached
to our perceived differences.

Nicholas Albertini
Staff Writer

Recent research into semiconducting nanoparticles has made
some incredible advancements.
While much of this progress will be
beneficial within the medical field,
these advancements border on mind
control.
Researchers at the University of
California at San Diego are using florescent silicon nanoparticles to highlight tumors. The nanoparticles are
nontoxic, biodegradable and target
tumors. Treatment with the particles
causes tumors to glow red under
ultraviolet light. This could allow a
surgeon to distinguish between a
tumor and surrounding tissue during surgery. The scientists have also
demonstrated the capability of these
nanoparticles to carry the cancer
drug doxorubicin directly to tumors
where the particles slowly release
the drug.
Scientists at the University
of California at Berkley and the
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst report that they have produced data storage arrays capable
of storing 10 terabits per square
inch. This is on the order of 15
times greater than any density yet
achieved. Their process uses an
angularly cut sapphire crystal that is
heated to a high temperature, creating very regular and tiny ridges on
the cut surface that allow semiconducting nanoparticles to self-arrange
by using these ridges as a guide.
At Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland, Ohio, investigators have created a method to
activate neurological activity in
brain tissues using semiconducting nanoparticles and light. These
nanoparticles are embedded onto
neurons in brain tissue and then
illuminated by infrared light. They

plan to develop it as a treatment for
people who have suffered neurological trauma.
Another study was published in
December by a team led by Professor
Margalit of Tel Aviv University. These
researchers designed a drug encapsulating bubble-like nanostructures
that recognize the surfaces of cancer
cells and only deposit the drug into
them. One might question whether
approved chemotherapeutic drugs
would even be necessary given such
precise targeting. Experts have long
suggested that such targeting would
allow the use of ricin as a cancer
drug since it is one of the most effective cytotoxins known.
Increasing the density of data
storage by 15 times obviously has
huge consequences for computing
and digital electronics. How about an
iPod with every song ever recorded?
That is starting to sound possible,
even imminent.
The ability to trigger the firing of neurons in living individuals
using nanostructures in their brains
will allow for a form of external
mind control. Maybe a version of
this technology using microwave or
some other form of radiation could
be engineered such that the controlling radiation could pass through
the skull. Perhaps sensory stimuli
could be simulated by activation of
the proper areas of the brain. This
results in the possibility of an interesting form of virtual reality.
We need to also consider the
opposite function. Some other configuration of these nanoparticles
ought to emit electromagnetic radiation when their associated neuron
fires. Detection of this radiation
would disclose much more about
brain function than any FMRI or
EEG. The combination could allow
for direct two-way communication
between a brain and a computer.
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London Centre partners with FIE Secret lives of our profs:
Friday, February 27, 2009

Caitie Williamson
Staff Writer

The London Centre is a unique
Lawrence program that allows students access to one of the most culturally influential cities in the world.
The program, which is essentially a
transplant of Lawrence in England,
offers a chance for both faculty
and students to live in London for a
term. The London Centre was established in 1970, and since its foundation, it has been one of the most
popular study abroad experiences
for Lawrence students.
However, there are some large
changes that will be coming to the
London Centre beginning next year.
After undergoing re-evaluation, a
committee composed of Associate
Dean of the Faculty Nancy Wall,
Off-Campus Programs Director
Laura Zuege, London Centre
Director Christine Harris and several faculty who have taught at the
London Centre, has decided that it
would be beneficial for the London
Centre to have a partnership with
the Foundation for International
Education, or FIE, an off-campus
educational services provider.
Since it was created, the London
Centre has been run directly through
Lawrence University, rather than
through any educational service providers. Though the self-run program
has worked well in the past, the
committee believes that the London
Centre would benefit from a partnership for multiple reasons.
“We were really hesitant about
selling out, but everyone [at FIE]
is so cooperative and happy to be
working there,” Zuege said. “FIE is
not a liberal arts program provider,
but they have a liberal arts mindset,
and with their flexibility it is a good
match for Lawrence.” Wall, Harris
and Zuege have met with individuals
from FIE and toured the FIE facilities
to ensure that this partnership will

be a right fit for the London Centre
program.
“[We were trying to] find different ways to develop the program
academically, socially and financially
and to find ways to enhance student
experiences,” Zuege said. “It’s a very
different study abroad landscape
[than when the program was created].”
The London Centre, with its affiliation with FIE, will remain a closed
program — therefore, Lawrence students attending the London Centre
will have classes with each other and
not with other students. Additionally,
the courses will be taught only by
Lawrence faculty. Michael Orr, professor of art history, has taught at
the London Centre twice, in addition
to being a director of the center. He
emphasized the uniqueness of the
program in that it allows students
to experience first-hand the cultural
works of London.
“Each class [I taught in London]
might have had one class in a classroom setting, but everything else
was done on site, which was wonderful and challenging,” Orr said.
One aspect that will change with
the partnership is the housing. FIE is
housed in a group of buildings only
10 minutes from the London Centre’s
current location at 7 Brechin Place,
where it has been for 13 years. The
housing is in the same neighborhood
as the current location. Students will
live in the same residence hall, which
offers mostly double rooms. Rather
than having little kitchenettes in
each room like the current London
Centre offers, there will be full kitchens to be shared among students.
Currently the London Centre’s
maximum capacity of students is
limited by the number of beds, but
with FIE, there will not be a limit to
how many or how few students can
come. One of the goals of the committee was for the London Centre to
remain a unique, small program.

One of the other benefits of
partnering with FIE is that Lawrence
students will be able to meet other
American students. Although classes
will remain with only Lawrence students, the London Centre will allow
students to have interactions with
other Americans.
One large benefit of the partnership with FIE is that students will be
provided monthly travel cards, and
will no longer have to pay for the
underground and buses within the
city — the cost of the London Centre
will be approximately $100 less than
the cost now as a result.
“I think one major benefit to
the partnership next year is the free
transportation, and [another is] that
Lawrence kids will get to interact
with other students,” said sophomore Jami Lin, who is currently
studying at the London Centre. “But I
think it will lose some of the familylike qualities the Centre has now.”
In addition, FIE has a large
network of internships, which will
allow more students to choose from
a larger selection of internships.
Currently, the London Centre offers
eight internships per year. FIE has an
entire department that does placements for internships, which will
be very beneficial to the internship aspect of the London Centre,
since there will be potential to offer
around 20 internships per year.
The committee hopes that the
reorganization of the London Centre
and new partnership with FIE will
harbor new benefits, without losing
the charm of the small program held
currently.
“For students, [the partnership]
will be good because they will still
get the small class sizes, but also
have the advantage of safeness, a
nurturing environment in conjunction with the independence of having our own program,” Zuege said.

Professor Elizabeth Carlson
Naveed Islam
Staff Writer

Assistant Professor of Art
History Elizabeth Carlson sees art
as a lens with which to look at history and culture of the past. While a
teenager growing up in a small town
in Southern Ohio, she frequented
antique stores collecting old photographs to see what society was like
in the 1920s and 1930s. “I was really
interested in the history of digital
culture,” she said. “I look at history
through art, so I don’t really see a
distinction between the two.”
As a junior in high school,
Carlson spent a summer in Hungary
where she was exposed to art from
the Baroque period. “From then on,”
she recalled, “every time my parents and I went to big cities I was
always like, ‘we have to go to an art
museum.’ I’ve always loved art, and
when I found out that I could major
in it, it was really exciting.”
She went on to attend the
University of Cincinnati where she
earned her bachelor’s degree in art
history as well as in anthropology.
“With anthropology and art history, you’re looking at culture and
trying to understand culture. With
art history you’re doing it through
images and with anthropology, ethnography.” She quickly moved on to
graduate school, finishing both her
bachelor’s degrees in three years.
Carlson focused on works from
the 19th century for her master’s
degree but soon found her interest
shifting to more recent periods as
she moved on to her doctorate. One
experience she recalled as influencing this decision was during her
undergraduate studies.
“The whole time I was an
undergraduate, I worked as an
intern and then later worked at
the Contemporary Art Center in
Cincinnati and fell in love with contemporary art. At that point I realized that I want to focus on modern
and contemporary art. It was very
exciting to meet these new and talented artists.”
One of her professors was very
influential in her decision to focus
on contemporary art and become an
art historian. “I was at the University
of Minnesota to try and figure out
what I want to do. I went in absolutely sure that I was going to be a
museum curator. That’s why I was
in art history, that’s what I wanted
to do. And while working with this
professor I was inspired to teach

Photo by Naveed Islam
Professor Carlson still finds inspiration in
antique stores, like she did as a teenager.

because she was such a good teacher
and that changed my path.” Before
coming to Lawrence, she taught at
Macalester College in St. Paul for
three years.
“I love the students at Lawrence,”
she said, “but my biggest complaint
is that you guys just do too much.”
When asked what students should
expect from her courses, she replied,
“I hope that my students learn to
think more critically about the world
in which they live today. I always
make an effort in all of my classes to
connect things back to contemporary
society and think about how images
have changed. Are the images of
today pop-ups on our computer or
films that we watch? I try to get my
students to think about how important these images are.”
Her favorite movie is “Man with
a Movie Camera,” an experimental
silent documentary film by Russian
director Dziga Vertov. “I hate to be
so cliché — an art historian whose
favorite film is an art film — the film
has no dialogue, just images and, it
is beautiful.”
She also enjoys traveling to small
towns and visiting antique stores
and thrift shops. Currently she is
working on a book project, “about
Paris in the 19th century and visual
display. I’m specifically looking at
the use of mirrors on the city street
and within cafes and department
stores.”
She is also researching an
art exhibition that took place in
Milwaukee in 1913. “It was labeled
the first Cubist exhibition in the
United States. It took place not in an
art museum or an art gallery but in
a department store. I’ll be presenting
a little version of that at the Lunch
at Lawrence,” an event that will take
place Friday, Mar. 13, in Lucinda's.

From our
kitchen to yours
Photos courtesy of Jen Cox
(from left to right) Andy King, Lindsay Hanson, Shannon Storey and Suzie Kraemer evolve at the Darwin exhibit at London’s Natural
History Museum.
Photo of sheep at Horton-on-Ribbesdale (taken by Chuck Demler)

Chris McGeorge
Chef

Snow on telephone booths near Gloucester Road.

Raspberry Mascarpone Tart

Photo courtesy of Chris McGeorge

This is a variation on a recipe I
used to make when I worked in a
restaurant. It’s easy and delicious,
and it ends up being pretty quick.

Method:
1. Mix together the mascarpone
cheese, powdered sugar, vanilla
and honey.
2. Spread into pie crust.
3. Top with raspberries. You can
dump them on to cover or arrange
them neatly in a pattern, depending on how rustic you want the
tart to look.
4. Serve. It looks great with a mint
sprig for garnish.

Ingredients:
1 prepared 9.5-inch tart shell,
cooled
12 ounces mascarpone cheese
1/3 cup powdered sugar
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
1 teaspoon honey
2 pints fresh raspberries

Store any leftovers in refrigerator.
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The problem with immediacy
Mac Watson

Associate Op/Ed Editor

Both the causes and proposed
solutions to the current economic
crisis are frightening because they
show an increased capacity for selling the America of the future for
individual, short-term success.
Not that the banking bailouts
are necessarily against the American
ideal, but they were rushed through
Congress with breakneck speed
compared to the automakers bailout
or even the recent stimulus. The
automakers remain accountable for
their loans from the government, but
somehow the banks are able to withhold how they spend their money
not only from the American public, but from the Financial Stability
Oversight Board as well.
Granted, in the Great Depression,
the downturn was deeper and longer
because of the failure of the banks,
but saving ailing, profit-drunk organizations on their own terms may
just be forestalling another crisis.
The basic stipulations of Obama’s
bailout plan only restrict banks that
are receiving “exceptional assistance” with “tough and sensible conditions.”
The conditions are apparently
not sensible enough to be exposed
explicitly to the tax-payers/investors of our nation. Banks do need
to be saved, but not only from the
markets — from themselves. If they
have the liberty to act as they please
in the free market, they should have
the freedom to fail as well. If corporations are to have the rights of
an individual under the law (which

they do) they should also have the
responsibilities; access to funds
under undefined stipulations is not
something our government often
gives individuals. Crisis is already
upon us, and it could get much
worse, but fear of depression should
not let America subjugate the right
and responsibility of equality under
the law to the desire for a boom
economy.
If corporate greed, public ignorance and poor government regulation hurled us into this mess, then
it’s logical that they will not get us
out. The American public should not
allow themselves to invest in banks
without having the ability to actually
know where the money is going and
how it is to be spent. The only information the Treasury Department
has posted is how much money
was given to which banks. Despite
how trite the complaints over CEO
pay and upper-level indulgence have
become in the corporate culture of
the banks, it is important for us to
know just what the returns on our
investments are.
The current stimulus bill also
seems to be all about immediate
assistance, and not about laying the
foundation for a successful America
in the future. There is to be an exciting increase in funding for education
and scientific research in the bill
purported this week in The New York
Times, but the approximately 100
billion committed to education pales
in comparison to the more than 280
billion dollars worth of tax cuts.
In a time where the Information
Technology and Innovation Institute
rates the once dominant United States

as sixth globally in general innovation, should we really be dumping
tax cuts on consumers who, for once,
are spending within their means?
Maybe the problem with the
housing market is that we built too
many homes, not that we didn’t buy
enough; maybe the problem with
Detroit is that they make too many
cars, not that we don’t drive enough.
The health of our nation should
not be determined by our intake of
consumer goods, but by the education, health, and happiness of our
populous, which can be facilitated
through better infrastructure and
quicker innovation.
In addition, changes in policy may
end up slashing up to 50 percent of
the Department of Transportation’s
budget. In our last large economic
mess caused by greed and irresponsibility, the Great Depression, the
First New Deal was centered around
banking and industrial reform, work
relief programs and institutional
changes.
Looking around Appleton, it is
easy to tell by the architecture that
many of the public buildings still
standing were constructed under
the New Deal. Lasting improvements
should always come before the gratification of banks and taxpayers. The
hopes for large short-term material
gains enticed half of the American
public to buy things they could not
afford and the other half to sell it to
them; it is time for us to put away
dreams of material wealth in order to
just get some nice schools, drivable
roads and maybe even a responsible
corporate culture.

What I learned from "The Baby-sitters Club"
Thinkin' about
things &
Talkin'
about
stuff

Nora Taylor
Columnist

Everything I needed to know I
learned from the BSC:
As graduation begins to approach
with an unnerving amount of speed,
I’ve started to think about the academic lessons and life lessons I have
learned here. The academics have
been appropriately challenging; I’ve
become a free thinker who has taken
it upon herself to delve deeper into
the world of education, yada yada

yada yada.
When it comes to socializing,
that’s another story. Lawrentians are
notoriously awkward and strange, so
I’m bracing myself for a rude awakening when I enter the real world.
What? You didn’t grasp my
entire conversation based on references to season two of “Always
Sunny in Philadelphia” and Kafka’s
“Metamorphosis”? Where am I?
Turns out, everything I needed
to know about life I learned from the
youth fiction series “The Baby-sitters
Club.” From the ages of 7 to about
10, I read more BSC books than I
care to remember. “The Baby-sitters
Club” introduced me to numerous
things and generally broadened my
worldview.
I learned that babysitting was
not only a lucrative career for a
girl under 16, but generally included snacks, a bonus I look for to
this day. After reading two or three
books out of the series, I learned

that sometimes you just have to skip
the first chapter or two. This is a lesson I may or may not have applied
to “Jane Eyre” (if your name is Tim
Spurgin then the aforementioned bit
about chapter skipping was totally
a joke).
Lesson No. 1: All of my friends
will have distinct personality traits
and interests, which will rarely intersect, but we will still have endless
things to talk about. For those of you
who don’t know or don’t remember,
there are seven main babysitters:
Kristi, Claudia, Mary Anne, Stacey,
Dawn, Mallory and Jessi.
While Claudia was my personal
favorite, I learned the most from
Kristi. Kristi’s the athletic one who
founded the group; she can be a
little bossy sometimes, but she sure
knows how to get things done! What
I learned from Kristi is this: being
good at sports makes you good at
organizing and also good at shouting. Though you may only wear

PHOTO
POLL

Photo poll by Sarah Page

Just
Give Up.
Lawrence Love with
Erin Campbell Watson

Just seeing or spouses?
Dear Erin,
Recently, I casually hooked up
with a girl I’ve been flirting with for
several weekends. After it was over,
she dropped the dreaded question
that, to me, signals the desire for
a long-term commitment and positioned her view of our relationship as
being on the marriage track. On her
way out the door, she asked me when
I would see her again, and what was
going to happen next. I wished I could
have run from my own room. Now
what? Why is she trying to pin me
down against my will?
-Post-Coitally Committed
Dear Post-Coitally Committed,
Believe it or not, guys and girls
aren’t inherently all that different,
and certainly not as different as
modern popular culture makes us
out to be. At the root of it, it’s pretty
likely that we’re looking for similar
things. Even if you’re interested in a
casual hookup fueled by the adrenaline that only Colt 45 produces, on
some level, you’re both just looking
for entertaining company, affirmation, and an enjoyable way to spend
some weekend nights.
She, like you, realizes that you
are both drunk, slightly ambitious,
and more than slightly bored. We,
as college students, are programmed
to function at crowded parties. We
thrive during random encounters on
the ORC porch, which makes formal
planning not only unnecessary, but
kind of foolish. You are provided
with the luxury of a relationship that
morphs from friendship to sexual
encounter and back again.
When she asks you when she’ll
see you again, or for an explanation of what the hell’s going on,
in my estimation, she isn’t looking for a layout that reads like the
stripped shirts and denim coveralls,
you can most certainly get a boy to
like you by just being yourself.
Lesson No. 2: “Baby-sitters club”
served as an introductory course
into the all-important female trait of
aligning oneself to a fictional character. Kristis and Jessis grew up to be
Mirandas. Marry Annes and Mallorys
turned into Charlottes. Claudias
and Dawns turn into Carries, and
lord knows Staceys turned into
Samanthas.
Lesson No. 3: There’s no obstacle
friendship can’t overcome. Diabetes,
check. Scoliosis, check. Racism,
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screenplay for “The Notebook.” She
is not expecting you to give her a
rundown of your anticipated future
together. She doesn’t want to hear
about your last relationship, either,
or how you’re quietly welding back
together the pieces of your broken
heart into some semblance of what
was there before your last long-term
commitment, and you really aren’t
ready to admit that she is anything
more than an indiscretion.
She doesn’t want to hear how
you’re hurting, just like you don’t
give a damn what all the other losers she’s fooled around with have
said to her. You’ve probably been
through similar experiences, so why
bother worrying about what either of
you are bringing to the table?
She isn’t asking what she means
to you and she isn’t asking you
to stick around till death do you
part. Like you, she knows these are
excuses and, frankly, they’re boring.
In a society that can avoid speaking
to each other by reverting to texting
or Facebook messaging, we have all
been conditioned to allow things to
happen naturally. She just wants to
know if you can plan on running into
each other at the VR on Friday, and if
it will be awkward when you do.
She wants to know if she can flirt
with you without being embarrassed,
and if she can follow you home
again without looking desperate.
That’s really probably all. In both
of your best-case scenarios, everything changes and nothing changes.
You will see her again under the
same pretenses as before, only with
the newly shared knowledge that
what happened before might happen again.
Wriggling around on your beerstained couch for a half an hour
surely wasn’t so romantic and magical for her that she’s going to go
to extremely drastic measures to
ensure that it will happen again.
Even if it hurts her feelings a little
or shocks her slightly to see you go
after an improved model the next
weekend, she acknowledges that
spontaneous behavior is your prerogative. You’re both just working
to fend off loneliness for another
weekend, so be polite, and maybe
you’ll get a friendship out of it, or at
least a fairly funny running joke.

double check. Having your secrets
spread by a deaf 5-year-old who can
read lips, check that too.
I like to think of my girlfriends
as a babysitters club without the
babysitting. In the words of Kristi,
“We’re a great group. I’m not bragging, I’m just being honest. We’re all
different, but our differences work
together to bring out the best in
each of us ... which, of course, helps
make us good baby-sitters.” Replace
babysitters with drinkers and we’re
in business. We could call it Baby
Drinker’s Club.

“I’m giving up sarcasm.”
- Katie Langenfeld

“W hat are
you
giving up
for Lent? ”
“I’m giving up junk food.”

“I’m giving up cheese.”

- Alison Ver Halen

- Elizabeth Byers
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Staff Editorial
Wanted: Financial help
The Lawrence staff has always done a great job creating a safe and helpful campus environment
and it continues to do so. Residence Life and campus organizations such as SOUP and LUCC put on
campus events providing students with social and entertainment outlets. Wellness Committee offers
great resources for students concerned about their health, whether these resources are provided as
presentations or support groups for a myriad of issues ranging from alcohol abuse to eating disorders to dealing with grief. The Career Center presents opportunities for Lawrentians interested in
summer internships and creating career plans for life after Lawrence.
There is, however, an area where the campus could improve its assistance to students, especially
in light of the recent economic downturn: student finances.
Students can understandably feel overwhelmed with personal finances, as not all of them might
have family or friends to whom they can turn for trustworthy and knowledgeable advice. Financial
problems can cause stress and prevent students from concentrating on their studies.
As it stands now, the only direct financial guidance the university offers is on tax help for international students. That sort of assistance is a great resource, and we would like to see more programs
of that nature become available for all students who are interested.
We also would like to see seminars and discussion groups on other financial topics, such as
money management, and possibly even a financial counselor who students could turn to for help.
Offering these services could be a complicated undertaking, but perhaps information could be
provided by some combination of residence life, the career center, the economics department and
the financial aid office. To jump-start some sort of financial advice program, perhaps staff and faculty members with an amount of expertise in these areas could offer their knowledge to Lawrentians
through seminars or open office hours.
We believe that offering financial information is a necessary step in helping students make the
transition into independent adults and that providing financial help would enhance the Lawrence
commitment to turning students into fully-fledged community members in their post-college lives.

The Compostmodernist: Awareness

Dieter Hunyerager
Columnist

The virus that’s been spreading across campus like some kind
of virus finally caught up with me
last weekend. For a few days, my
life consisted of nothing but shortlived naps and feeling like doodie.
Imagine my joyous surprise, then,
when, upon dragging my red-nosed,
bleary-eyed self to the hallway, I
encountered a few pieces of paper
taped to a mirror informing me that I
was beautiful. I had no idea. This put
me in a profound state of euphoria
until I looked directly into the aforementioned mirror and realized the
damn thing had lied to me. My face
was still ravaged by the ickiness of
my ailment and it occurred to me
that the notes were being disingenuous.
To the left of the mirror was a
poster of a football player looking

deeply somber. Below him, a caption
proclaimed that not every bulimic is
trying to fit into a size-two dress. As
anyone who has ever lived in a campus environment for any significant
period of time knows, posters such
as these which at first sight appear
to be some sort of ironic satire are,
more often than not, the portend of
yet another awareness-themed week
that no one pays attention to but
probably cost hundreds of dollars
and dozens of hours to put together.
I’m pretty sure this week’s was Body
Image Awareness Week, but I’m far
too full of apathy to look it up.
Awareness Weeks are a bewildering-but-harmless part of every
Lawrentian’s life. One Monday every
year, for example, students walk out
of their doors and are confronted
with signs informing them that it’s
Brain Injury Awareness Week. Upon
realizing this doesn’t affect them
in any way, the student will remain
vaguely aware of the fact that it’s
Brain Injury Awareness Week and
then completely forget about it after
the seven days are over. And that’s
generally how the cycle of Awareness
Weeks continue at Lawrence, except
for Sexual Assault Awareness Week,
the most depressing Awareness
Week of them all.
Interestingly, the only truly irri-

tating Awareness Weeks are those
during which LU busts out some
sort of Main Hall-centric gimmick
in order to raise awareness that
we should give them more money.
The two such weeks that come to
mind this year were the “Light! More
Light!” (“Money! More Money!”) Week,
during which Main Hall’s teet of
knowledge was adorned with numerous spotlights giving a kitschy literal
meaning to Goethe’s last words, as
well as London Week, during which
the Union Jack flew proudly below
the American flag above Main Hall
in order to publicize Lawrence’s
London Centre. Though I am by no
means a filthy pinko, I take issue
with our sacred Main Hall being
used as a cheesy advertisement for
LU’s British extension, especially on
President’s Day.
Going back to this week’s Body
Image Awareness Week theme, I have
a fun idea. If there are people whose
emotions are fragile enough to be
cheered up by a piece of paper taped
onto a residence hallway mirror telling them they look beautiful exactly
as they are, then it might be fun to
put up another note on every hallway
mirror on campus next week saying
“Just kidding, you’re actually pretty
ugly,” just to toy with their emotions.
How about it, science?

“Homework.”

A million animals an hour
Patrick Miner
Staff Writer

Though perhaps not a prime
news subject at the moment, animal rights is always a current topic.
Throughout history, people have
seen their nonhuman counterparts as
lesser subjects despite being equally
susceptible to the rigors of an unbiased natural world. We have always
captured and killed them — spurring
the suggestion that such behavior is
written “in our nature.”
In the 21st century, the role of
nonhuman animals is much the same
as it always has been. They are used.
Modern terminology might explain
that animals have come to be ingredients in the production of consumer
goods. While wood and steel are
used to make new homes, animals
are used to make the meals for their
inhabitants and to clothe the children who are unwitting participants
in an everyday violence.
In his 1975 book, “Animal
Liberation,” Peter Singer defines the
term “speciesism” as “a prejudice or
attitude of bias in favor of the interests of members of one’s own species and against those of members of
other species.” The term is analogous
to racism and sexism in function and
scope. Most people are speciesists.
In the early 19th century United
States, both the African-American
and women’s rights movements were
seen as laughable by the vast majority of racists and sexists (namely
white men). Violence and suppression were commonplace; early writers in the movements were parodied;
the concept of equality between all
races and genders was marginal, radical and ignored.
But in the last two hundred
years, a great deal of progress has
been made in these movements.
Women and African-Americans have
struggled and suffered immensely
for this progress, but it is finally
quantifiable. There is much to be
done to fight racism and sexism, but
no one can now claim these causes to
be radical or laughable.
Today, all people face a question
on their treatment of animals: why
do we kill, maim and abuse them?
And why is this behavior the norm?
As opposed to violence based on sexism and racism, which is now viewed
very negatively by everyone save its
perpetrators, why do we feel this
routine violence is acceptable?
Many people would argue that
there are a great deal of differences
between people and animals, and
therefore this parallel is irrelevant.
There are many differences. All
women and men, for instance, share
many more similarities than any one
animal and any one person, but the
notion of equality cannot be based
merely on attributes.
“Screeching out high notes
days before competitions.”

- Tony Norton
- Derrell Acon

“Being Jewish?”

“I’m going to give up photo
polls.”

- Alice Dryden
- Adrienne Gallagher
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People can be intelligent and
gifted no matter their race or gender identity. But here we find a
snag: individual merit and ability
vary across every societal label, yet
we do not exclude from our ideal of
equality those with a lesser capacity
for education or a certain skill.
Singer uses the hypothetical
example of IQ-based discrimination:
“The interests of all those with IQ
scores below 100 [are] given less
consideration than the interests of
those with ratings over 100. Perhaps
those scoring below the mark would,
in this society, be made the slaves of
those scoring higher.”
He concludes, “The principle of
the equality of human beings is not
a description of an alleged actual
equality among humans: It is a prescription of how we should treat
human beings.”
We should treat animals with
respect and dignity because they
too are members of the planet. They
have children and families. They suffer and actively seek to avoid pain.
We must not strip them of their lives
merely for lacking human rationality.
According to the Department of
Agriculture, 10.45 billion land animals were slaughtered for food in
the United States in 2006. That’s 35
land animals for every person in the
country, or 1.2 million land animals
killed per hour, every hour of every
day. How many people could personally bring themselves to kill 35
animals per year?
Reliable data are not available on
the number of aquatic animal deaths
because they are so numerous. None
of the figures cited here account for
deaths due to experimentation, hunting, fishing or euthanasia at pounds.
The fact of the matter is, each
person who consumes meat is a
speciesist and is responsible for
these deaths. Lawrence students kill
approximately 50,000 land animals
per year.
The consequences of our actions
are not limited to questions of morality. In 2006, The U.N. published a
report titled “Livestock’s Long
Shadow,” in which it was documented that “overall, livestock activities
contribute an estimated 18 percent
to total anthropogenic greenhouse
gas emissions,” which is more than
the carbon emissions from cars,
buses and airplanes. Cattle ranching
is the leading cause of deforestation
in the Amazon.
It’s unclear what number will
finally bring someone to consider
the suffering and deaths she or he
causes. We need to realize that we,
daily, are participating in the mass
slaughter of innocent beings, and
that our attempts at worldwide peace
will lead nowhere until we cease to
celebrate a culture of killing.

The opinions expressed in
these editorials are those
of the students, faculty
and community members
who submitted them. All
facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does
not endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using the
parameters outlined in the
masthead.
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Gwen Kelly-Masterton presents “Burial at Thebes”
Olivia Hendricks
Staff Writer

In a time when the country is
hoping to move forward with a new
chief executive, a play designed in
2004 to highlight political issues
such as patriotism, civil rights and
authority does not sound like it
would resonate particularly well
with audiences. That is not to mention that this play, Seamus Heaney’s
translation of “Antigone,” called
“The Burial at Thebes,” is based on
a story that is about 2,500 years old.
However, with the way that Lawrence
senior theater major Gwen KellyMasterton directed it, “Antigone”
became relevant in a new but subtle
context.
At 8 p.m. Feb. 19 and 20, audience
members gathered in the Science
Hall sky lounge to see “The Burial
at Thebes” performed. This choice
of venue defined Kelly-Masterton’s
vision and brought out new aspects
of the play.
While the sky lounge might seem
open and airy when passing through
during the day, for the purposes
of the play, it took on a new character. Since the actors entered and
exited through the ramps, there was
no convenient escape for any audience member who might need to
use the restroom or take a phone
call. Furthermore, being stuck in the
lounge could easily produce dizzying effects for those not too keen
on heights.
All of this played perfectly into
Kelly-Masterton’s interpretation. In
the director’s notes, she explained
“Antigone” as “the tragedy of a family too caught up in its traumatic past
to find love and connection in the
present, a family whose members
are alienated from each other as if
suspended mid-air, caught between
a horrific past and an unthinkable
future. These are the reasons for the
unconventional space you find yourself in. If you feel a bit vertiginous,
good. That is the point.”
This emphasis on being caught
between past and future helped
make sense of Seamus Heaney’s
translation. Heaney was commissioned to translate “Antigone” in
2004 and used the play to comment
on the character of American policy
post-9/11.
Antigone buries her brother
Polyneices out of respect and because
she believes it is what is right according to the laws of the gods. However,
King Creon has decreed it illegal to
perform burial rights on Polyneices’s
body. Thus, Antigone is essentially
buried alive in a cave as punishment
for her disobedience to the state.
A major theme of the play therefore becomes political order versus

Photos courtesy of Jaclyn Kottman
The cast of "The Burial at Thebes" (above) performed in the sky lounge in Science Hall last weekend. Nora Taylor (below) played of King Creon. Cara Wantland played Antigone.

individual rights. This issue is one
that many Americans might cringe
to hear brought up again, wishing to
associate that with the past and to
move forward with the new administration. The discomfort of hearing
these political problems discussed
once again ties into the broader,
deeper theme of past versus rebirth,
which is highlighted as King Creon
attempts to atone for his errors as
a ruler, only to find that he cannot
escape his previous choices.
Or rather, her previous choices. The cast starred Cara Wantland
as Antigone and Nora Taylor as
King Creon; all of the other roles
were also filled by women. In finding modern themes in “Antigone,”
many previous interpretations have
relied on emphasizing gender roles.
However, to bring out new interpretations, Kelly-Masterton attempted
to neutralize gender by having only
women actors. Said Kelly-Masterton,
“The story of Antigone is one of a
struggle of power — Creon’s struggle
to solidify his political power as king
and Antigone’s struggle to assert
her personal power as a principled
individual. It is not only a struggle
of gender.”
By broadening gender struggles
to power struggles and politics to
philosophy, Kelly-Masterton made
“The Burial at Thebes” a poignant
piece of drama in relation to the
most current cultural environment.

Jazz singer and Chamber Orchestra combine for “Starry Night”
Laura Streyle
Staff Writer

This past Saturday night, for
the first time in 30 years, the elegant tone of the Lawrence Chamber
Orchestra mingled with the foot-tapping pizzazz of a jazz ensemble,
making for a knockout concert of
collaborative music at Lawrence.
Professor of Music Dane
Richeson helped create this link
between orchestral and jazz worlds.
He proposed bringing the newest
orchestral program of the critically
acclaimed jazz vocalist Jackie Allen,
titled “A Starry Night,” to Lawrence’s
100th Jazz Series concert season.

Fred Sturm, director of jazz
studies, and David Becker, director of orchestral studies, were both
enthusiastic about giving students
the opportunity to work with Allen,
along with the chance to present
new music to the greater Fox Valley
community.
“I think it was a great success
and I am very proud of the orchestra
members for performing so beautifully. Jackie and the rest of her
group were very pleased with the
concert and with the attention given
to the preparation of the arrangements,” said Richeson, who is the
percussionist of the Jackie Allen
Quintet.

To begin their section of the
program, the four instrumentalists of the quintet summoned the
combo’s singer onto the stage with
their swaying introduction of “Lazy
Afternoon.” Wearing a black cocktail
dress and golden high-heel shoes,
Allen tiptoed into her place at the
center of the group, and the quintet
was complete.
Allen teased the music out of
the air with her hands as she sung.
Pulling the microphone away from
her lips and circling it around her
face, she added alluring texture and
dimensionality to her sound.
Her fun and sassy presentation
was absolutely captivating, because

she had more than vocal flair; she
had the ability to listen and respond
to the soulful musicality of the quintet. There was a visible appreciation between performers. After one
of Moulder’s dizzying guitar licks,
Allen pointed at him and squealed,
“Yeah!”
She spoke to the audience in
her low, whispering voice, saying, “I
hope you realize how fortunate you
are to have Dane Richeson. He brings
so much to the music.”
The composed personality of the
quintet gave the stage a small and
intimate feel. The massive ornate
form of the chapel organ easily melted away behind the group as they

drifted from tune to lulling tune.
After intermission, the chamber
musicians took their positions, and
Allen reappeared wearing a beautiful
evening gown.
“It seems kind of strange to sing
with an orchestra in a cocktail dress,
don’t you think?” Allen asked the
audience.
Surrounded by a sea of strings
and winds, the Jackie Allen Quintet
played on into the star-filled night
with selections such as “Stardust”
and “Starry Starry Night.”
With a success such as this, it is
certain that we will not have to wait
30 more years for a dazzling concert
like this one to happen again.
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Coming to
your senses
Movies
Friday, February 27
“Jonas Brothers: The 3D Concert
Experience”
“Street Fighter: The Legend of
Chun-Li”
“Crossing Over”
“The Trouble With Romance”

DVD
Tuesday, March 3
“Australia”
“Beverly Hills Chihuahua”
“I’ve Loved You So Long”
“Lake City”
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Con Wellness Committee raises injury awareness
Kristi Ruff
Staff Writer

To our musicians: We all know
that you love your hours upon hours
of practice in the con ... but did
you know that those hours spent
bettering your technique could also
cause permanent damage to your
body? The Con Wellness Committee
is a new student group that hopes to
raise awareness of this issue.
Jordan King got the wheels turning on the project after he was seriously injured from over-practicing
his violin during his freshman year.
As a cross-country runner, Jordan
related his practice level to running
— no pain, no gain. Unfortunately,
this mentality led to serious consequences. Lindsay Schwartz, a cellist,
also suffered severe practice-related
injuries. The two decided that, after
visiting various doctors, some of
whom actually made their injuries
worse, they wanted to make sure
that no other musicians suffered
from the same issues. Together with
organ major Susanna Valleau, they
started a group dedicated to preventing future injuries in the con.
The issue was brought up at
a recent Dean’s Advisory Council
meeting and, since Dean of the
Conservatory Brian Pertl made injury
prevention a top priority upon arrival here at Lawrence, the group has
received plenty of encouragement
from the administration. “He’s been
phenomenal ... very supportive,” said
Valleau of Pertl’s involvement with
the group.
To get their name out there,
the Con Wellness Committee held
an open forum earlier in the year
at which musicians could discuss
their own practice-related injuries
and learn more about how to prevent them. The committee also sent
an injury survey out to musicians
over the winter break and received
the results early in winter term.
Alarmingly enough, of the students
surveyed, every string player that
responded had experienced some
form of practice-related injury. While
the goal of the survey was not to
target any specific studio or instrumental group, the survey did provide essential information about how
the committee should approach its

goals.
The committee is also working
with Associate Professor of Theatre
Arts Kathy Privatt, who is currently
getting certified in the Alexander
Technique. She held a workshop earlier this year providing musicians
with tips on how to practice without
running the risk of injuring themselves. One big problem is that many
musicians simply do not realize that
practicing can cause career-threatening injuries.
Valleau mentioned that many
freshmen come to college accustomed to practicing an hour a day.
Upon arrival, they are often asked to
increase practice to 2-3 hours a day,
and “they’re just not prepared for
that.” Students often end up practicing incorrectly and suffering from
repetitive stress-related injuries,
often from practicing the same passages over and over again. Students
don’t realize that “they need to take
breaks every 15-20 minutes” in order
to avoid risking injury, according to
Valleau.
The committee has met with
success so far, especially with its
stress-relieving Con yoga night a few
weeks ago. This Sunday there will
be a workshop with Joanne and Ken
Bozeman on how to stay healthy.
The committee has also posted informative bulletins in all the practice
rooms, and there is no way a person can miss them after spending
several hours in the practice rooms
each day.
In the future, the group hopes
to get a brochure together with general preventative information for
musicians, including names of doctors who were helpful to Schwartz
and King in treating their injuries.
They also encourage students to
have a discussion with their teachers regarding how to practice for
prolonged amounts of time in a safe,
yet still productive, way.
The Con Wellness Committee
welcomes questions or ideas in the
form of e-mails to any of the committee members. They do not currently hold weekly meetings as they
are still in the organizing process,
but students can attend the Wellness
Committee meetings for the whole
campus every Monday at 8:30 p.m.

Photo by Susanna Valleau

Elaine at the movies:
Music
Tuesday, March 3
Neko Case
“Middle Cyclone”
Justin Townes Earle
“Midnight at the Movies”
U2
“No Line On The Horizon”

"Madea Goes to Jail"
Elaine Blum
Staff Writer

Perhaps I was wildly misinformed
about this movie. I was prepared for
a light, fun, perhaps over-the-top
comedy. The previews did a very
good job of making me want to see
it. I figured, even if the rest of the
movie is composed entirely of stupid
humor, seeing Madea converse with
Dr. Phil was bound to be worth it.
Good gracious, was I wrong. I
spent the first hour of “Madea Goes
to Jail” simply attempting to figure
out whether it was a comedy or a
drama. The previews bill the movie
as a comedy; they allude to nothing
profound. Previews suggest a plot
centered on a sassy grandmotherly
type and her escapades through the
jail system. Tyler Perry plays Madea,
a frank woman with a distinctive
vernacular. These elements spell
comedy.
Unfortunately, those scenes that
actually involve Madea are few and

ÇAssociate Professor of Theatre Arts Kathy Privatt presents
Alexander Technique, a method in which simple body functions
like walking, standing and sitting are examined in order to discover the underlying causes of bodily pain. This technique is
used for musicians, actors and other performers. Due to the
sizable increase in practice hours demanded of Conservatory
students, students are exposed to performance-related injuries.

far between. If one was to cut everything except her humorous scenes,
the result would be a — significantly
better — movie of approximately
25-30 minutes. And yes, most, if not
all, of the laugh-out-loud bits are
showcased in the previews.
So with what, you might ask, do
they fill the rest of the time? Besides
these 30 minutes of humor, you have
to sit through another 80 minutes
of painfully uninteresting dialogue
and drama. The juxtaposition of two
barely related storylines creates an
uncomfortable clash that leaves the
audience reeling from trying to jump
back and forth between levity and
attempted profundity.
The primary plot is never even
mentioned in the previews: a young
lawyer reunites with a friend from
his past who has landed herself in
trouble via prostitution. This storyline occupies most of the screenplay,
even though none of its clips are
shown in previews or alluded to in
the title or even plot summaries.

If one was to cut everything except her
humorous scenes, the result would be a
— significantly better — movie of approximately 25-30 minutes. And yes, most, if
not all, of the laugh-out-loud bits are showcased in the previews.
Elaine Blum

Shockingly enough, I thought I
was seeing a movie about Madea.
Instead, I am stuck watching an overemotional, discordant drama that I
would not pay to see had I known.
Furthermore, I felt compelled to see
it through because I did not want
my $6.50 to go to waste. Plus, a
scathing review is more credible if
the reviewer has seen the film in its
sub-par entirety.
Madea does deliver several hilarious, quotable lines. The problem is
that Tyler Perry does not emphasize
these moments enough. The film
would be better with a cohesive
focus. It would be far better were it
to actually showcase Madea as promised by previews. In short, “Madea

Goes to Jail” would benefit from
deciding whether it was a comedy
or a drama instead of providing a
shoddy performance of each.
To gain the most enjoyment
out of the film, I suggest watching
only those scenes in which Madea
appears. This will both canvas the
entire worthwhile plot and yield all
of the funny lines. Skip the rest
— I promise you will not miss much.
Those scenes that actually are true
to the title and previews are worth
several laughs. However, the bottom
line is this: The 30 minutes of Madea
are neither worth $6.50 nor 80 minutes of the other stuff.
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Jon Mays
Staff Writer

The Lawrence University men’s
hockey team swept the opening
series of the MCHA playoffs against
Concordia University of Wisconsin
last weekend and, in doing so,
advanced to the Harris Cup semifinals. The Vikings (16-10-1) have
already topped the school record for
wins in a season, and they continue
to build on that total.
In the opening game of the series,
Lawrence goalie Evan Johnson shut
out the Falcons (4-22-1) and added
to his nation-leading total. Johnson
now has seven shutouts this year.
The Vikings were also held scoreless

in the first period, but they turned
up the heat in the last two periods,
starting with a goal by Matt Hughes
midway through the second period.
Josh DeSmit doubled the
Lawrence lead later in the period
with a goal of his own. The Vikings
added two more goals in the third
period to put the game away. Nick
Jennette scored his 12th goal of the
season, and Aaron LaFave scored his
first to round out the scoring for the
Vikings.
Lawrence needed either a win
or a tie in the second game of the
series in order to advance to the
semifinals of the playoffs, and the
Vikings delivered. Nick Jennette set
both school and NCAA records in

the victory, and Evan Johnson also
broke a school record.
In the opening period, Jennette
assisted Marc Howe on the first goal
of the game and, with the assist,
carded 100 points for his career. He
then scored a goal of his own just
seconds into the second period, and
added an empty-netter with just two
seconds remaining to put the game
away and tie the school record for
goals in a career with 48.
With two goals and an assist
in the game, Jennette now has 102
points in his career, just one behind
the school record held by Lawrence
great Ryan Blick. This was also
the 110th consecutive game that
Jennette has played in, which breaks

the NCAA record previously held by
Garrett Strot of Bethel University in
Minnesota.
Johnson made 19 saves and
earned the victory, his 13th of
the season, a new school record.
Johnson was previously in a tie for
the lead with Andrew Isaac. The final
score of the game was 5-3, and the
Vikings have a chance to continue
their record-breaking season this
weekend. The Harris Cup Semifinals
are held at Adrian College, and the
Vikings are facing MSOE Saturday
while Adrian faces Marian in the
other semifinal.

Women’s basketball
finishes its season
Tristan Lipe
Staff Writer

In the last two games of the
season, the Vikes looked to get their
first win and end on a high note.
First, they faced off at home against
a Beloit team that has been near the
top of the conference standings all
season. The Vikes played hard but
once again struggled to score in the
first half.
The Vikes put up only 16 points
in the first half while giving up 28;
they could only put up 20 points
in the second half and fell short of
Beloit 36-58. Erin Henzi led the Vikes
with 11 points, Katie Condon and
Laura Aerts each added seven points
and Mara Hagopian put up six.
The ladies hoped to turn their
luck around against Ripon. The
Vikes pushed hard in the first half
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The New York Mets won their
spring opener, bringing them one
step closer to disappointing their
fans.
Alex Rodriguez homered in his
first spring training game. Yankee
fans are happy that all the steroid
hoopla didn’t get in the way of ARod’s ability to play well when it
doesn’t count.
Red Sox reliever Jonathan
Papelbon recently told reporters

Sincerely,
Garamond

that he suspects he is going to
die young. Thousands of Yankee
fans agree.
Stephon Marbury is expected
to sign with the Boston Celtics as a
free agent after he clears waivers.
No one is more excited than the
city’s psychiatrists.
And Arizona’s Kurt Warner
said he is not sure if he will
retire. The good news is he’s
already in the right place for it.

For more of the Sports Minute (Or
So), visit minuteorso.com

Standings
Hockey

MCHA

Adrian
Lawrence
MSOE
Marian
Finlandia
UM-Crookston
Concordia
Northland

20-0-0 25-1-1
14-5-1 16-10-1
12-7-1 14-11-2
11-8-1 13-11-3
10-8-2 10-13-2
5-15-0 6-21-0
4-16-0 4-22-1
1-18-1 1-25-1

Men’s Bball

MWC

O'All

13-3
13-3
12-4
12-4
8-8
7-9
6-10
5-11
2-14
2-14

17-6
17-6
16-7
18-5
11-12
9-13
7-16
8-15
4-19
2-21

Women’s Bball MWC

O'All

St. Norbert
Beloit
Ripon
Illinois College
Monmouth
Lake Forest
Carroll
Knox
Grinnell
Lawrence

19-4
15-8
15-8
14-9
14-9
12-11
13-10
6-17
4-19
0-23

Grinnell
Lawrence
Carroll
St. Norbert
Illinois College
Ripon
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Beloit
Knox

and put up 24, keeping it close at
the half and trailing by only four.
The Vikes could not beat down the
Ripon offense in the second half
as the Vikes lost 45-60. They were
led once again by Aerts who had 10
points, Henzi who had 14 points,
Katie Van Es who had seven and
Mara Hagopian who had six.
The Vikes had a long and tough
season and though they did not
get the win they were looking for,
they played very hard and showed
a lot of pride in their play. They
battled in every game despite the
fact that they only had seven players
on the roster for the majority of the
season. The Vikes will lose strong
players in Henzi and Hagopian, but
the rest of the team should return
next year looking to improve upon
this season.

Campus:
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Photo by Matt Hoh

15-1
12-4
12-4
9-7
9-7
9-7
8-8
3-13
3-13
0-16

O'All

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu, www.
midwestconference.org and
www.mchahockey.com and
are current as of
February 25, 2009.

Laura Aerts pushes the ball up the court.

Ramble on the Roof
Torrin Thatcher
Staff Writer

First off, yes that was me wearing
the Ryan Braun jersey Wednesday to
celebrate the beginning of a new
baseball season. I actually drove
down to Time Warner Field Saturday
night to see the Timber Rattlers in
their season opener, and I made a
stop at Scheels to buy a new hat,
but I thought sticking with the Beloit
Snappers cap was good enough —
turtle power. I can’t wait for baseball
to start.
Does anyone have tickets for the
Red Sox at Fenway for April 18-19?
I’ll be in Beantown for the Boston
Marathon and am hoping to catch
a game. I looked online, and most
Web sites I’ve checked show no availability for those dates. I don’t want
to use a ticket scalper, because as
Johnny Drama says, “... [S]calping
raises ticket prices so the average
fan can’t get tickets,” and I’m all
about listening to Drama’s words.
Sunday night, Kobe Bryant
passed Elgin Baylor to sneak into
20th place on the NBA’s career point
list with 23,164 points. For those
who are unaware, a man named
Kareem is No. 1 at 38,387 points.
It will be difficult for Kobe to reach
that number, but he can definitely
make some noise in the top five.
He is just over 4,000 points away
from passing Moses Malone at fifth
but is 8,000 away from next-in-line

Wilt Chamberlain. Two active players
are ahead of Kobe at the moment;
Shaq and Allen Iverson. He trails
Iverson by less than 700 and Shaq
by around 400 — Shaq is seventh
on the list. Shaq, though, could be
as high as fifth with a better career
free-throw percentage. We’ll see how
far Kobe gets — he’s only 30 years
old, and has been playing extremely
well for some time now.
LeBron James has over 12,000
points at the age of 24. With his
current career pace of 27.5 points
per game and his habit of staying
healthy, he could potentially reach
where Kobe is now before he hits
30. I have a sneaking suspicion that
LeBron is going to make a run at
that.
Did anyone see the confrontation
between Jim Calhoun and a journalist after UConn’s win versus South
Florida? The journalist basically
asked Calhoun, who is the highestpaid state employee, about the huge
budget deficit the country faces and
whether he deserves the money he’s
making. The Calhoun response was
great. He told the reporter to “shut
up,” asked him if he was "that stupid,” told him that he actually makes
more than the $1.5 million the journalist mentioned and informed him
he wanted to step outside and talk
about it. I read up on this journalist, and apparently he is abrasive. I
recommend listening to the audio
or reading the transcript of their

“discussion.”
Maybe the best news report of
this past week was that of Andre
Smith. He is, or was, an offensive
tackle for the Alabama Crimson Tide
who was quite dominant this past
year and marched himself into being
a top-five pick in this year’s draft.
Well, how things change. First,
he decided to get himself suspended
from the last game of the year, so he
wasn’t on the field when his team
got whipped by Utah. That made
news when it broke, and brought up
some question about his handling of
responsibility.
This past weekend was the NFL
scouting combine, and Andre absolutely bombed. He showed up overweight and — the best part — he left
Saturday morning before any of the
workouts. He hopped on a plane and
snuck away without telling any of his
group leaders. He probably just lost
a few million dollars. He’ll be lucky
to go top-15, and the money and
signing bonuses only decrease as the
draft continues. That's not a smart
move when the other solid offensive
tackles jockeying for draft position
work hard and impress the scouts.
Other than that, sports fans, I
must let all of those who are unaware
know that Jim Powell will no longer
be alongside Bob Uecker in the radio
broadcast booth. Powell left for a
job in Atlanta, and his replacement
is Cory Provus, who most recently
worked for “Da Cubs” on WGN. Why
we would want anyone from the
Cubs’ broadcast team is beyond me.
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Men's Bball: champs again Athletes of the Week
Matt Hoh
Staff Writer

The men’s basketball team
won the Midwest Conference
Championship for the second year
in a row and the fifth time in six seasons. With big wins over Beloit and
Ripon this past week, the Vikings
finished the regular season with a
record of 17-6 and share the title
with Grinnell College.
Senior B.J. Harry commented
on the championship, saying, “We
definitely do not take it for granted,
winning a conference title. I mean
there are many other teams in the
conference that would love to have
what we have.”
The five seniors Harry, Ryan
Kroeger, Doug Kadison, Jayce
Apelgren and Chris Page have won
the conference three of their four
years here. Kroeger commented that
this one was special because it is
great to go out on top and because
“we were able to come back and play
great basketball, and win the regular
season championship when everybody basically left us for dead.”
Important to the Vikings’ comeback was their current seven-game
winning streak. This stretch included

the last regular season home game
last Wednesday when the Vikings
pummeled Beloit 92-68.
With the win, the Vikings created the longest consecutive winning streak in the series history
with 15 straight victories. All five
of the seniors started the game
and accounted for 59 of the team’s
points, with top scorers Kadison
and Apelgren, who had 16 apiece.
Kadison also led the team with 10
assists, while Page pulled down 12
rebounds.
Lawrence’s last win was a dominating performance. The Vikings
walked over the rival Ripon Red
Hawks 97-75. The Vikings started
strong out of the gate, jumping to
an 11-2 lead, which dwindled to only
one point by halftime.
LU, determined to beat Ripon,
came out strong in the second half,
scoring 55 points as they shot 70
percent from the floor. Leading the
charge were Apelgren, 28 points,
and John Dekker, who had 27 points
accompanied by his 10 rebounds.
Kadsion also contributed, providing his second game in a row
with 10 assists. “I have been blessed
to be on a team loaded with shooters, and so I just try and get them
the ball in a position to succeed,”

Kadison said. Kroeger and Page also
had good games, scoring 16 and 15,
respectively.
“It was goal No. 1, now we have
to accomplish goal No. 2 by winning the conference tournament,”
Kadison said. By finishing in a tie
with Grinnell, the Vikings received
the second seed. Harry was not too
worried about the seeding, saying,
“I wouldn’t want to play us, that’s
for sure.”
The Vikings head down to
Grinnell for the conference tournament and fight to move into the
Division III playoffs. LU battles
Carroll University in the first round
Friday, Feb. 27, with the winner
moving to the championship game
Saturday.
The keys “for us to win this
tournament ... we need to keep playing intense defense,” Aplegren commented as he referred to the tremendous defense the Vikings have
been playing recently. The defense
has allowed the team to go on the
winning streak and has been clutch
when it really matters.
Kadison, looking forward to
some big wins, said, “We look forward to cutting down the nets in
Grinnell, Iowa.”

by Jeanelle Adams

Matt Frelich
Men's Indoor Track
Is there a song you listen to
before a race that gets you
“pumped up” or a routine you
do that prepares you for your
event?
Everyone on our team follows a strict minute-by-minute
routine one hour before an event
or race. The routine consists
of a five-minute jog, 10-minute stretch, form running, two
50-percent sprints, two 70-percent sprints and two 90-percent
sprints, with specific resting
times in between. This routine
keeps us busy up until the final
minute before our event.
If you could participate in one
event that you do not already
Photo courtesy of Matt Frelich
participate in, what would it be
and why?
If I could compete in an event that I don’t already compete in, I
would without hesitation compete in the pentathlon or heptathlon.
These events are the test of a true athlete and consist of, but are not
limited to: short- and long-distance races, pole vault, long jump, high
jump, hurdles, shot put, etc.
What are your personal goals for the remainder of the season?
We wrap up the season this weekend at the Midwest Conference
Championships in Monmouth, Ill. Everyone on the team is looking to
achieve their personal best and bring home some hardware. I’m looking
forward to being surrounded by the competitive atmosphere, cheering
on my awesome teammates, and sadly concluding the ‘09 indoor track
season, which has been a blast!
If there was one NCAA rule or regulation you could change, what
would it be and why?
If I could change or institute an NCAA rule, I would create a rule
that would allow relay teams to knock the baton out of the other team’s
hands after an exchange. This would create an exciting race and would
force teams to run faster because someone is chasing them!
Do you prefer Gatorade, Powerade or All-Sport? Why?
After drinking too much Gatorade once, I got sick, so I don’t drink
it. As far as Powerade, All-Sport, Red Bull, etc., I tend to stay away from
such products because they contain way too much sugar. I prefer water
during a track meet, and obtain my nutritional needs the night before
and morning of a track meet.

Evan Johnson
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
B.J. Harry wants a call as Chris Page goes up for the shot.

What's true in skiing?
by Matt Hoh

1. Wilson is one of the top manufacturers of ski equipment.
False: Wilson does not make ski equipment. However, it is well known for other sports equipment.
Two of the big names are Nordica and Solomon.

2. A twin-tip ski is a ski in which the tail is raised.
True: A twin-tip is a ski with raised tail, which make it the same as the front of the ski. This allows
for tricks and the ability to land backwards.

3. One of the toughest tricks to land in a half-pipe is the disaster to 270 off.
3. False: The disaster 270 off is a trick only able to be performed on a rail.

4. When skiers spin opposite to their normal way, this is called unnatural.
4. True: Spinning backwards is unnatural, and landing backwards is known as fakie.

5. Racing slalom skis are the longest skis made for racing.
5. False: The slalom skis are actually the shortest of the racing skis. The reason they are the smallest is that slalom is the race with the tightest turns required.

Hockey

First of all, congrats on your successful season so far. How does it
feel to be the nation’s leader in shutouts?
It feels great. It’s definitely something I take pride in, but it’s also a
huge testament to the team I have in front of me.
What is the best part about being a goalie? What is the worst?
The best part about being a goalie is the chance to make a difference
in each and every game. The worst part is not being able to score.
How long have you been playing hockey? Do you have a role model
or someone who has inspired you?
I’ve been playing hockey since I was 5, so it’s been 16 years now. I
don’t really have a role model per se that has inspired me for hockey;
it’s more my love for the game
that inspires me.
What are the team’s goals as
you approach the end of the
season?
Our goal is always to get
better everyday and win the
Harris Cup.
What is the best energy food
before a game?
I’m going to have to go
with pasta and some chicken.
It always makes for a good
pregame meal.
Photo courtesy of Evan Johnson
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What’s on your iPod?
Maureen Darras
1. “Doo Rags,” Nas
If you don’t feel like you
grew up with Nas after listening
to his music, you haven’t been
listening carefully enough. Nas
has such an incredible flow. The
album this song is on, “The Lost
Tapes,” is impeccably produced.
It may be my favorite.
2. “The Cliche Lil Wayne Feature
(It’s the Remix Baby!),” Wale &
Lil Wayne
I’m still not sure what I
think about Wale’s place in hiphop. This song’s on his most
recent mixtape, “The Mixtape
About Nothing” — a Seinfeld
tribute. Usually I’ve got a lot
of love for rappers who make
unconventional mixtapes or
albums. Come talk to me about
this. Oh, and what’s good Lil
Wayne.
3. “Creation & Destruction,”
Immortal Technique
This is the first track on
Immortal Technique’s first
album. My entire relationship
with hip-hop is binary: before
and after I heard this song.
4. “These Few Presidents,”

Why?
Why? is one of the few
bands I never tire of. I saw them
for $5 my first time in Quebec
and it was one of the best
shows I’ve ever been to. Plus, I
had my first legal beer at their
show. If you’re new to Why?, I
recommend you listen to their
full albums, in order. Actually,
I’d say that of any artist.
5. “Sleepyhead,” Passion Pit
I dig this song. I dig this
band. I’m not even offended
that it was included on an
Urban Outfitters mixtape. I am,
however, embarrassed to be on
the Urban Outfitters mixtape
mailing list.

of the first pupils there. This
song is on the album “Dimanche
à Bamako,” which was produced
by Manu Chao, another incredible artist. I don’t speak a word
of French. I listen to this full
album at least once a month
anyway.
8. “I Want to Hold Your Hand,”
Al Green
I want to wake up to this
song.
9. “Good Life,” Blu & Exile
I was given this album,
“Below the Heavens,” for my
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birthday this year. I don’t know
where my head was at before I
heard this, but Blu is near flawless and Exile is now one of my
favorite producers. This song
makes me want to live a more
honest life.
10. “Built This City,” The
Diplomats
They use samples so well.
This track reminds me of high
school. Cam’ron just babbles
incoherently, and I love it.
Dipset the movement ...
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6. “Girl, Boy Song,” Aphex
Twin
I’ve found I can only draw
well to electronic music. This is
my favorite Aphex Twin song,
by far.
7. “Sénégal fast food,” Amadou
& Mariam
Amadou & Mariam have
an incredible story. They both
attended Mali’s Institute for the
Young Blind — Mariam was one
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Editorial Policy:
Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions which
appear unsigned are those of the
majority of The Lawrentian’s editorial board.
Letters to the editor are welcome and encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for style
and space. Letters must be e-mailed
to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by e-mail should be
text attachments.
— All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to The
Lawrentian no later than 5 p.m. on
the Monday before publication.
— All submissions to the editorial
pages must be accompanied by a
phone number at which the author
can be contacted. Articles submitted without a contact number will
not be published.
— The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions
received after the above deadline
and to edit each submission for
clarity, decency and grammar.
— Letters to the editor should not
be more than 350 words, and will
be edited for clarity, decency and
grammar.
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